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Summary

RDIAS organized an Industrial visit to Om Logistics Pvt Ltd, Binola Industrial Area,
Gurgaon for the students of MBA and BBA with a view to give the students an exposure
to the process of coordinating and moving resources materials, inventory, and
equipment ²from one location to storage at the desired.
A total of 31 students from MBA & BBA were part of the visit. Om Logistics
Management had deputed Mr Arjun Prajapati, Senior Executive, Training & Learning
Deptt. who took a 45 minutes classroom session on the functions of their Logistic
Division, to include functions of Transhipment Plant, Logistic Plant. The faculty apprised
about their network of 500 branches, strategic locations numbering 1000, hubs,
fulfillment centers and how the transportation of the supplies undertake. He also
educated on the various stages of assembly of goods, packaging, transportation to
warehouse, the inventory management and distribution of the goods to the defined
location. The documentation process required , such as Invoice, E-Way Bill and AGR
(Docket/Bilti) were also explained. A case study was also discussed with the students,
besides the complications arising due to damage of the consignments, poor handling,
accidents and the legalities involved.
Thereafter, visit to the warehouse was carried out where the practical working of the
logistic system was shown to the students, including the documents, the bond system
etc.
The visit was an eye opener for one and all as to how the goods are transported to the
destinations in schedule time, the tracking of the shipments etc. The students were
eagerly asking the doubts which were replied to their satisfaction. The facilitator
touched upon the elementary aspects of Supply Chain Management.
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